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Princeton, Kentucky, Thursday, April 26, 1945
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The Nation Shows Its
True Greatness
•

Never in my life have I been prouder
to be a citizen of the United States than
in the week immediately following the,
death of President Roosevelt. For never,
in'the whole history of our country, has
the great courage, the ingenuity, the
strength and resourcefulness of our Nation been so splendidly manifested.
Profoundly shocked and grieved at the
sudden passing of their great leader,
citizens of all walks of life were stunned
and, in many, many instances, gravely
doubtful of the future for a brief interval. But this doubt quickly passed a's
Harry S. Truman, a man of the common
people 'who found himself overnight
thrust to the heights and entrusted with
the greatest responsibilities of any man
in the world, assumed the presidency
with humility and determination, and
in a manner which quickened the hearts
of his fellow Americans and bouyed their
spirits.
Never has the nation behaved better
than it did in those first dark days after
Franklin D. Roosevelt's death. The tributes to him, paid in this country and
around the world, were meet and proper; Thrreaction to the heavy- blow stiffered in his loss could not have been
better.
The Washington staffs of the dead
leader and the new President alike performed amazing feats of labor and correct behavior. The radio, tho it aired
many blatant bromides, did yoeman service, most of which was well calculated to
help private citizens over their sufferings and restore confidence that all

would be well. The press was never at
better advantage and never did a larger
service than during the period from late
Thursday afternoon, April 12, until Mr.
Roosevelt's casket was lowered into its
grave at Hyde Park.
Knowing a very little about human relations and the newer thing we call public
relations, we can only admire the professionals and the public figures who had
never experienced such an emergency ft,r
the manner in which they met and handled the sorrowful chores attendant upon
the passing of the world's first ,figure
and the change in Presidents, with all thv
latter means to the Nation and the world.
Some very fine stage managing was
done at Washington and the result, it
seems to us, is excellent. The Nation goes
forward again, supremely confident that
MT. Roosevelt's great and noble work for
peace and justice for all mankind will at
least enable us and the other nations to
take a long step forward in international
neighborliness, to the end that enduring
peace may some day be attained.
Yes, the Nation showed its greatness
as never before in those dire and doleful
days which marked the most tragic
transition in leaders its citizens ever saw;
and many in other lands who are wont
sometimes to scoff at the "barbaric
Americans" learned a new and useful
lesson in why the United States of American has become, upon the merits of its
people, the great and powerful leader of
all the civilized world and the arbiter of
the destinies of all now living.

On Earning Higher Wages
No wages are high that are earned,
Henry Ford once said, and employers
generally are seeking men and women
who can and will earn top wages and
salaries.
If more workers could realize this and
return to the thrifty, time-tested practices of their fathers in doing their jobs the
very best they can, without clock watching and stalling on their tasks, we would
have more valuable employes and they
would earn and receive higher pay.
One great fault with labor unions the
last several years has been their practice
of forcing faster, more efficient workers,
inbued with fervor for gating their jobs
done . . . and getting themselves ahead,
to slow down to the pace of the less efficient and slacker-minded workers, so
the latter wouldn't look too bad, and so
the daily work load would be lessened.
This kills the competitive urge, destroys morale, prevents rewitrds to the

better men and women in mass production plants, pervades the whole field of
labor with the slothful and destructive
philosophy of maximum pay for minimum effort.
BuSiness does not thrive upon that sort
of thinking nor do workers earn high
pay without putting forth their best efforts.
In the postwar period, when there is
certain to be more competition for jobs,
perhaps we shall see a return of the
philosophy which made this nation great,
the philosophy based upon progress by
individual effort and achievement which
comes from work, industrious application
to the task iff hand,'thrift and fair dealing.
If this

Country Club has one "bar"
with Which even the driest
member can find no fault • .
It is, says Lou. Ann Drain,' the
"monkey bar," a new piece of
playground equipment just installed by the forward-moving
directorate. Swings and other
playthings for children are to
be added soon, President Grayson Harrelson says.
This reporter, whose Sympathies go out to all who run businesses these days, earnestly
hopes that sunny disposition,
long admired, of Mis. C. F.
Engelhardt can successfully
withstand the trials of present
day business. While regretfully
taking leave of Mrs. Al Page as
manager of the Federated Store,
Pennyriler is pleased with the
prospect of visiting the new boss
lady, whose ready smile is such
a happy thing, always.

world organization with the power and
the will to maintian world peace and
sechrity.
As we go into that conference, it is essential that we understand exactly what
is its purpose. For it will not be a peace
conference. It will not deal with boundaries, or questions concerning disarmament
and control of the Axis countries. The
conference will not be concerned with the

trial and punishment of war criminals.
The United Nations Conference will
have one purpose, and only one: To prepare the charter of an international
organization for presentation to the proposed member nations for adoption. This
is, however, the basic task, the foundation stone for the structure of international cooperation.
In working toward this accomplishment, the delegates must reach agreement upon the most effective machinery
for peaceful settlement of disputes, and
at the same time how best to employ
force to settle disputes, if force...ahould
prove necessary.
They must decide upon such questions
as the most effective way of stimulating
international economic, social and humanitarian cooperation, and the relationship of regional organizations to the proposed general organization.
The Dumbarton Oaks proposals will
provide a good basis for this discussion. Nevertheless, it will be a different
task. The charter which will emerge from
this conference will of necessity be the

By Thomas A. Boynton

(Associated Press Features)
the vexatious proNew York — United States'
blems, with which the immediate future
surely is filled will be solved, profitable "mail order" housing is going to
for us all; and the world will be peopled the aid of the British and French
civilians made homeless by the
by better men and women.

ing program and no longer considered necessary to house
American laborers. One such
project has been undertaken in
Niagara Falls,
Y., where 9b0
family units in 60 temporary
buildings are being cut down in
sections.
French barracks of new material are being built of similarsized panels. Each barracks consists of 32 sections, forming a
building 20 feet wide by 48 long,
with 16 windows.
So far, no similar emergency
housing program has been set
up for other European countries,
but experts recognize the needs
of the continent as acute. The
Federal Public Housing Authority says that what can be done
largely depends upon how quickly materials can be secured.
Great Britain on its own behalf has announced plans to
build about 200 thousand prefabricated houses during the
next two years. The 1945 production will be limited, but the
British want four million homes
built during a ten-year period,
the same number built in the
20 years before the war.
Regarding the salvage of temporary war housing, U. S. officials say that its use for the
French barracks will save four
million board feet of lumber.
Now in the United States is a
billion dollars worth of such
construction which law requires
must be demolished within two
years after the war. This program has caused housing officals to believe that more of
this temporary housing can be
salvaged for war torn Europe
and thus prevent a considerable
waste.

syk
Letters To
Leader Editor
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materials, and covered with waterproof paper for shipment to the
French. Some of the packages
weigh as much as two tons, but
all are kept as small as possible.
The units are quickly assembled
according to patterns.
Part of the trench units are
being cut from building erected
under the War Emergency Hous-

the passing of our President F.
D. Roosevelt, whom ;call a man
of God becaused he prayed.
Of the many editorials I have
seen of this instance, which is
supposed to bring out the best
In writers, yours appears to me
to be the best.
.The *elected other items in
this issue are also of high
quality; a note-worthy one is

detail of the instance of ,shortly
before his aeath when the
President felt a yen to be out in
open alone; he bade his watchers
to enter his .Ir, and without
telling them his destination
motored to a high point on Pine
Mountain. He requested to be
alone for a while; he invited
them to take to the bush, which
they did. I can imagine him
sitting alone on a rock viewing
the great distance, communing
with nature and casting his eye

from horizon to the 1311,.

above, praying to God
blessings and help, at:
going experience from ,
could say: I have s,
Glory!
A I.
Bert G.

In the Olympic g
ancient Greece, the prize
garland of wild olives.
Chaucer was given a
by King Edward 3.

Ije Tontierlionntal

ik

war.
For Britian, there will be 30
thousand families, each a family
unit with two bedrooms, a kitchen and bath. The French will
receive about 4,400 sectional, allresult of compromise and adjustment. It
wood barracks, each to house 30
may not meet in its entirety the wishes persons.
Britain's program, a $50,000,of any one nation: Rather, it will be a
000 lend-lease project, is planned
syntheses of the wishes of all those na- to help war workers whose
tions concerned. But the real purpose homes were destroyed by air
will have been accomplished if the San raids and buzz bombs. Only
about ten per cent of the peoFrancisco Conference creates a frameple of London live in undamaged
work for world organization that can buildings and upwards of four
command the support of the great million British houses have been
majority of all those who believe in free- damaged in addition to the 450
dom, and one that will be flexible enough thousand burned or destroyed.
Some 120 thousand Londoners
at the same time, to permit changes and
still live in subways.
improvements in the light of future exIn France, the need 'is centered
perience.
in port cities, where supplies
There have been doubts in the minds are handled for the Allied armof Some persons as to the wisdom of ies. The French asked no frills,
establishing the world organization apart just a floor, four wooden walls,
a roof and some windows.
from the settlements that will follow
Of plain design, the British
victory in this present war. Mature judg- houses will be comfortable.
Pament should make us realize that these per pulp fiberboard is used for
doubts are baseless. By first setting up the outside walls, a composition
the world organization, with its functions contractors say will last 20 years
separate from the peace settlements, we or more with paint and care.
Roofs are of fiber sheeting, ceshall make it possible for this intornament asbestos insulation and
tional machinery to deal as freely with three-ply faired paper covering.
threats to world peace that may later Inside, the walls are paper wallarise from those settlements as with such board and the floors are oak.
The entire building is termite
threats from any other cause.
and vermin proof and waterWhat will be accomplished at San
tight, and erected on timber
Francisco and afterward toward organiz- framework.
ing the world for a truly enduring peace
The houses are small-24 feet
will affect deeply the lives of every square for single family units
American citizen and the future security and 20 x 40 feet for duplex
and happiness of every American home. dwellings-:-but they are so atthat one contractor said
Our success or failure in this work will tractive
American sportsmen were flooddepend, in the last analysis, upon the in- ing his office with requests
for
telligence and understanding and the similar houses to be set up in To Editor of Princeton Leader:
active support of men and women who vacation areas. , There is no I wish to congratulate you on
desire above all else that we shall not material on hand to accept such the high qbality of your editorial in the edition of April 19th
have to fight another and more terrible orders, the contractor maid.
The sections of the barracks covering the loss to the world,
war and that peace shall prevail throughare packed into units, together and the world-wide sorrow at
out the years.
with hardware and other
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If a boy on his way to school
should find a lost pocketbook
containing $50.00 and make no
effort to find the owner, then
his teacher and his parents are
both to blame. (Judge H. H.
Tye, in Corbin Tribune).

War's Homeless Get U. S.
'Mail Order' Houses

What Can Come Out Of The
San Francisco Conference
When representatives of the United
Nations meet in San Francisco this week,
they will bring with them the support of
their peoples, founded upon the brief that
there must be drafted a charter for a

By G.

Thos. G. Robinson, in the
Army since 1915 and about to
be retired May 15, received 120day furlough and writes us:
"Will say Uncle Sam is a fine
fellow to work for." He was
born in the Cross Roads comFriends visiting at Louisville munity and has a sister, Mrs. I.
managed to obtain for Doc Lin- M. Cook, living there. A broton some of his favorite pipe to- ther, Lucian, lives at Scottsburg.
bacco, off the market here lately. It appears likely more changInnumerable sidelights of the
es in smoking habits will come war are heart-warming, even
this year than last . . . with no sometimes producing a smile.
lessening of the 'demand for our Comes now the story out of
fighting forces. . GerminejCERat the Nazis finally
took away a British flier's artiSometimes newspapers pay ficial legs . . . after he has
prison camps three
heavy penalties for damagin,; escaped
an individual, the law of libel times! Oughta give this guy a
protecting the public from special medal.
maliciously published mis-state/1111
ment of fact . . . But it works
A gold lapel button, embleboth ways, we learned the other matic of 10 years' or driving
day when George Morrill, Utica, without an accident, was awardN. Y., was sentenced to 30 days ed to Clifton Carter, by the
in jail for giving false informa- American Railway Express last
tion to the Utica Daily press. week. Big companies like this
George told the paper his recognize the value of safety
mother had died, hoping to win but many thoughtless drivers,
sympathy of a creditor!
ignorant of traffic rules, push
the accident totals up.
11111
•
President Roosevelt had planned to start a country newsIf youPre planning to take a
\-; trip by rail, get it over with
paper when he finished his ser.
ice as chief executive . . . and soon. The Army warns it expects
President Truman, too poor to to be moving 300,000 men a
go to college, worked in the month back home from Europe
mailing room of the Kansas City pretty soon, for discharge and
Star. Roosevelt had the finest of trans-shipment to the Pacific
educations in prep schools and theater. Even now, War casualat Harvard; Truman had no col- ties are over-flowing hospital
lege career at all. But both were trains and our wounded are ridattracted to the Fourth Estate.
ing in Pullman cars. Summer is
likely to see the greatest rail
1111
Patrons of our movie theater, movement in history.

occurs, all

0Y,

the proclamation of our Mayor,
M. P. which exhibits fine sentiment,
well stated.
without being discommoded at
I leave off weeding my onions
all, are getting fresh paint in and haste to m y tablet to tell
alone would
their amusement place. Colors you that this edition
distinction
the
you
for
win
again
are bright, decoration being on
being the best weekly newsof
the modernistic side, with big paper.
dots, stream-line ,stripes and a
On the subject of F. D. R., I
rainbow-like effect. And, on top hope the ethical reticence of the
watched
of his other trouble, Manager Secret Service who
over Roosevelt at all times will
Simmons needs a jabitor.
be broken so they can tell in

Pennyrile Postcripts
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The San Francisco Conference
• . bringing you topflight reports by Robert Riggs, our Wa4,. Ingion viz-respondent, and Russell Brineyt our editorial chief.
,

You've followed Riggs in his day-to-day column
on Washington ... his Sunday column on
national and international affairs. At the con•
ference he is handling spot news!

You've read Briney opinions on the editorial
page of The Courier-Journal. An a.tilie
observer of world politics he will interpret the
actions taken at the conference.
44(—

'Beginnieg

they'll start complete coverage
# when over forty Allied nations
begin their work on machinery for
the future peace parley. Watch for
their first-hand reports of the conference.
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WILL YOURS OE NEXT?
4,000 Cars Are Junked Each Day
Today's facts show nearly 4,000,000 cars
are off the road since Pearl Harbor...How
long will yours last? Only you hold the
answer since the life of your car depends •
on the working parts having proper lubrication and scientific care. To get longer
service rid your car of winter-weary lubricants... give it a fresh start!
Phone your D-X Dealer NOW for an
appointment for Spring Change-Over Services.., or drive in today at the DX Sign.
You will find an expert in lubrication,.,
guaranteed products and service.
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GUARANTIED SPRING CHANGI-OVER SERVICES
Drain and refill Crankcase with summer weight Diamond 760
Motor Oil • Change
Transmission and Differential Lubriouits • DX Guaranteed Lubrication
for chassis
and body • Flush Cooling STrenl• Cncic flattery ands
sad India Tires • Repack
Prone Wheel Bearings• Clean and Adjust Spark Plugs.wash,
urns sad polish Car
• Service OilPilter.Air Clamor• Inspect Lights dt
Windshield Wiper• Clean Windows.
MID-CONTINENT PETROUUM
CORPORATION

nty Agent's
Column

Bombed Japan's
Mightiest Battlefield

ash.

4

Many Lambs Where
Ewes Are Well Fed

11•1•1iiiiii 110101111111111111.1111111111101111111111101111111111110111•411iiiii UM*

THE GARDEN

An average of 1.9 to two lambs
per ewe is reported by three
farmers in Edmonson county.
Henry Renfro, Smith Grove, has
17 ewes with 32 lambs; Elbert
Caton, Bowling Green, has 16
ewes with 33 lambs. Farm Agent
Stanley Hager notes that all tif
these farmers have good small
grain pasture for their sheep
and are creep feeding their
lambs.

Hy John S. Gardner, Kentucky
College of Agriculture find
Home Economics

y J. F. Graham

1CO
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Although some corn was
.11 county is a feed de
planted during this season's
nty. We need to pro
early spurt, the really serious
:e feed in order to in
corn program starts as usual,
le carrying capacity of
the last week of April, to end
for livestock. We need
in late July.
cc greater supplies of
As sweet corn stays at prime
•wever, should do this
for
only about two weeks, the
acres of land than is
Johnson spent last night in
should be to make
program"
oted to corn. This can
Louisville and enjoyed listening
plantings bi-weekly, assuming
thru improved practices
to the divine Sarah in L'Aiglon.
that rainfall stays constant
practical.
and
sound
e
• • •
throughout the summer. As this
use of seed of adapted
Princeton, Ky. Feb. 3, 1911.
does not always occur, another
corn is an important
Mr. and Mrs. Frank P. Shattuck,
rule is to plant further when
assuring a good yield
Mr. and Mrs. L. E. McCabe, Mrs.
the .previous planting is two
Numerous tests on our
E. E. Troyer, and Miss Mary
inches tall, to give usually five
nt fields and on farms
Powell, attended Berhardt speplantings, about three weeks
the state favor yields of
cial at Evansville' this evening.
apart.
hybrids over open polFirst. to determine is how
varieties by approxiThe first mass air evacuation in
many ears the table will want
American military planes !pc0 percent. The hybrids
through a three-weeks' period,
curred in Burma and Java in 1942.
ter during drouth. They
and how many pints are to be
•eger stalks and larger
Lt. (j.g.) William Ernest De- canned, one dozen ears canning
terns. Their earlier
laney (above), 26-year-old car- a pint. A two-stalk hill averages
permits earlier seedrier pilot, dropped 500-pound three ears, and the hills should BOY, 15, AND GIRL, 13, WED—L. M. Harwel , and his is-year,1,•er crops.
stand 30 inches apart each way.
Kemp, are basking in parental for,ty available plant food bombs on the 45,000-ton Japanese Thus, a planting's extent may old bride, the former Peggy
giveness at their Plain Dealing, La., homes after eloping to LewisDelaney,
Yamato.
Battleship
and
greater
for
.ry
of the peace.
was be found, and multiplying by ville, Ark., where they were married by a justice
onomical yields. There whose home is in Detroit,
They spent the first night of their honeymoon in a darkened
five, the summer's "corn land." schoolroom,
of use weuparents
their
tell
and
of
home
the
the
go
midst
to
in
afraid
shot
down
few if any fields to be
res- This Should be kept cultivated, ding. They are pictured with the bicycles they had. pedalled
to corn in Caldwell enemy task force, and later
(AP
Wirephoto).
to school together through childhood.
cued. Six months ago he,won to stop weeds as they start, and
n 1945 that 400 or more
tri•keep-roil• moisture from getCross
Flying
the
Distinguished
acre
an
of fertilizer
for sinking a Japanese oiler.(AP ting away. There is advantage in
ot be used to an adplanting corn in "blocks," rather
The kind and amount Wirephoto).
than long rows.
used
be
News representing lives, hopes, dreams and ambitions of those
that
should
or
with their work, sufficient time
The general fertilizing scheme who made up the populace of Princeton and Caldwell county almost
upon present fertility should be devoted to prepara- described several weeks ago, 40
years ago recorded nowhere but in the yellowed files of Twicee amount of plant food tion of seed bed. A properly pre- suits corn ideally. Although for A-Week Leader of those years will be published as a regular Leader
been added during the pared seed bed saves cultivation the most part corn roots lie feature. The articles are reproduced just as the Princeton reporters,
shortly after the turn of the century, wrote them.
years.
and improves conditions for a shallow, the seed bed should be
Princeton, Ky. March 9, 1911. ton Tuesday by Rev. J. T.
ting corn on the contour good stand of corn.
made deep, for moisture in1 and moisture and will
All farmers should keep in surance, especially for the later Roy Stevens has accepted the Cunningham. It is the second
yields. Special payments mind that the acres of land plantings. Three seeds plant a position as baggage agent at marriage of both.
• • •
by the AAA to farmers operated does not necessarily hill, and covering should be one
Union station; taking charge
out this practice. Farm- determine the size of business. inch.
Princeton, Ky. Feb. 3, 1911.
Tuesday.
Id consult the AAA A bettr measure is the volume
For many reasons, yellow
Cordy Cook, age 20, a farmer,
• • •
yments for this practice of business. Yields of crops varieties are the best, and the
1911. and Miss Effie M. Pool, age 23,
9,
March
Ky.
Princeton,
paywhich
under
of
itions
greatly influence the volume
most consistent of these is GoldMr. and Mrs. J. D. Leech were both of Caldwell. The groom is
e made.
business.
en Cross Bantam. Its season is among those who attended the
the son of S. D. Cook; the bride
ing of corn in the row
too
about 80 days and as this is
performance of Sarah Bernhardt, a daughter of F. P. Pool. Marinfluences yields. The
long to wait, an earlier sort, as at Evansville, last Friday night.
Good Management
ried Thursday at the bride's
reductive the soil, the
Whipple's Yellow, 60 d a y s, They returned Monday after a
residence.
Farmer
Dairy
rn should be spaced in Pays
conjunction,
in
used
be
should
• • •
most pleasant trip.
John M. Brandford, young
Land capable of inakfull plantings of each made at
• • •
Princeton, Ky. Feb. 3, 1911.
bu. of corn an acre dairyman of Pendleton county, the beginning, and thereafter, a
Princeton, Ky. March 9, 1911. At the Wednesday night meeting
•e spaced about 12 in- has 16 registered Holstein cows panting of Golden Cross Banthe of the Elks in this city the fol11, 60- to 75 bu. land 16 from which he is shipping 85 tam, after either rule given Beginning with this issue
a lowing officers were elected: J.
•art, 30 to 45 bu. land, gallons of milk a day. He recent- above. This will make ordered News goes to Glover Dollar,
Princeton boy, now in the em- E. Baker, Exalted Ruler; D. H.
ly built a milking parlor. Brandapart.
production, all summer long.
ploy of the International Har- Gardne r, Esteemed Lecturing
n tho farmers are late ford feeds grain throughout the
A "white" program would vester Co., at Detroit. •
Knight; P. A. Steele, Esquire; C.
start a full planeng each of
• • •
L. Rich, Tyler; J. T. Akin,
Stowell's
Whipple's Early and
Princeton, Ky. Oct. 25, 1918. Chaplain; and E. L. Pickering,
Evergreen, or one of its "cross" Minor Parsley, of Kansas City, Inner Guard.
pale
strains. Incidentally, a
• • •
Mo., spent Tuesday and Wednesfeellow, a good one, is Bantam day in the city as a guest of R.
Princeton, Ky. Feb. 3, 1911.
Evergreen. Ensuing plantings of T. Lamb's family. He is an old
J. Elliot Baker, Jeff and King
Evergreen should be made on Princeton boy, and a son of the
whichever of the schedules de- late Joseph Parsley, and is now
If you are stied, who furnishes the legal defense and
scribed above is followed.
grown and married.
41 • •
pays the judgement? You, or your liability Insurance
year, and his herd serves as a
Princeton, Ky. Oct. 25, 1918.
demonstration of good feeding
cy ^
the barber, has
and management, according to Luther Glass,
an attack
Farm Agent Robert W. White. been quite sick from
of influenza the past week.
• • •
More than 800 Army flight
Princet It Ky. Oct. 25, 1918.
nurses now are assigned to air
THE MAN WITH THE PLAN
Miss Mary Webb Watkins, of
evacuation duties.
Reindeer in Canada and Alaska Dexter, Mo., is the charming
PRINCETON, KY.
W. market St. PHONE 81
are usually brown and grey in and popular guest of her grandmother, Mrs. Pauline Burchard,
color.
and Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Griffin.
• • •
Princeton, Ky. Feb. 3, 1911.
.
Edgar T. Howard, age 37, a
MYZACA
farmer of Fulton, Ky., and Mrs.
"No let-up in dehydration of foods on V-E Day"
Mr. and Mrs. Customer. of Penneytuarn,
are the
190201945
Lucy L. Overby, age 30, of
U. S. Au thrifty iiiiige Americana,
helped spread Penney stores
hese
who
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You'll Be
Shocked!
HERE'S THE STORY
OUR FIGHTING MEN ARE
LEARNING ABOUT GERMANY!...
TI
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Comfort!

•RT SHIRTS
on your red points; save

$1.49
inexpensive comfortl
my cottons in heat-de.
shades. With *bort
and club collars.

'orous Weaves!

MER SLACKS
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le to pay for so much
rt! Rayon-and-cotton
al weaves in summer
. Fine for everyday!

them for occasions when
Every Home Needs Plenty of

TERRY TOWELS
17c to 39c
These are the thirsty
that whip up a glow
your tub.

kind
after

BOYS' SLACK

SUITS
$1.69
White with colored borders to
pick up the bathroom color
scheme.
A generous size you'll like.
Short Sleeve Shirts

needed most.
There are plenty of pointfree foods to provide wellbalanced

diets

including

our delicious Creamed
Cottage Cheese, which contains all the tissue-building
proteins of meat.
For good health and real
enjoyment, phone 161 for
a tempting, fresh carton
delivered to your door.

Long Pants
New Shipment
mad.°

MEN'S WORK

SHOES
$1.98 & $2.49
Strip Over, Toe and Plain
Toes. Leather Constructed.

Princeton
Creamery

States Army. The liberation of Allied nationals
and the capture of masses of enemy prisoners is
adding heavily to the already difficult task of
supplying food to the vast American Forces
overseas.
The "Green Light" has been given the KentuckyTennessee Food Cooperative to dehydrate the
largest volume of sweet potatoes, this season,
since it was established. We desire to purchase
a large portion of our sweet potato needs from
our members, right here at home.

Will You Supply Us?
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Grow Porto Ricans Only
Market Direct From Field
Slips Furnished At Cost
Free Field Crates
Guaranteed Prices
Contracts are NOW ready. Sign up and PROTECT your PRICE. See our local office or consult
your County Agent.

Kentucky-Tennessee
Food Cooperative
. Springfield, Tennessee
Clarksville, Tennessee

Hopkinsville, Kentucky
Russellville, Kentucky
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Extra! ...
LATEST NEWS FROM WAR FRONTS

March Of Time—"Memo From Britain"
TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY
WIDELY READBOOK
ON trtRETi
DIGEST

THE READER'S

Address

Unknown
17C A 8
S .
PAUL
K. T. STEVENS
Plus These tort Features!
EDGAR KENNEDY CO EDY — SPORT SHORT

COMING! MAY 3-4
IT'S FAST! IT'S
1

„

FURIOUS! IT'S FUN FILLED!
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Deaths-Funerals
Mrs. Ida M. Catlett
Mrs. Ida M. Catlett, 73, widow
of the late Muir Catlett, was
found dead in a cistern on the
back porch of her home in
Eddyville last Thursday.
Funeral services were held in
Eddyville Saturday afternoon,
with the Rev. Mr. Napier officiating.
Two brothers, Charlie and Jim
Robinson, Eddyville, and several
neices and nephews survive.
Her husband preceded her in
death 16 months ago.
Interment was in Cedar Hill
Cemetery.

The Leader le authorised to announce
the candidacies of the following Mistime
ofat Caldwell county for the several
fices Indicated, subject to the will of
the voters In the Primary Elections
duly set for Saturday. Aug. 4, 1945:
For Sheriff:
Subject to the voters In the Democratic
I.rimary:
MEDFORD H. McCHESNEY
(.EM L. MORSE
W. OTHO TOWERY
Subject to the voters in the Republican
Prhoary.
MRS. PAULINE CLIFT
HARRY RANDOLPH

Bart Griffith
runeral services for Bart Griffith, 94, who died at the home
of his son, J. W. Griffith, Ratliff street, last Friday, were held
at the home Sunday, with the
Rev. E. S. Denton, officiating.
Burial was in Pool Cemetery.

,
For County Court Clerk,
Subject to the voters in the Democratio
Primary,
PHILIP STEVENS
THOS. W. MeCONNELL
For Jailer:
Subject to the voters of the Democratic
Primary:
D. E. MURPHY
For County Tax Commissioner:
Subject to the voters of the Democratic
Primary:
MRS. S. J. LARKINS

Mrs. Mollie Harmon
Mrs. Lucy H. Tayloe
Mrs. Lucy

Mrs. Mollie Harmon, 70, wife
of the late Neath Harmon, died
at her home on S. Darby street
Friday, April 20. Funeral services were held at the home
Saturday, with the Rev. E. S.
Denton officiating. Burial was in
Cedar Hill Cemetery.

Funeral gervices ...")r
Hollowell Tayloe, who died at
her home in the Dalton community April 15, were held at
Prospect Church April 17, the
Rev. W. E. Siria officiating.
Mrs. Tayloe is survived by
three sons, Ray, Roy and Porter;
The rabbit furnishes more meat
and two daughters, Mrs. Susie
Castleberry and Mrs. Nellie for sportsmen than any other
Cr ensha w. Pallbearers were single species.

Harry Long, Supt.
11:00 A. M. Morning Worship.
P. M. Youth Fellowship
6:30
(XiDEN MEMORIAL
Barbara Nall, Leader.
Service.
E. S. Denton, Pastor
7;30 P. M. Evening Service.
9:45 A. M. Sunday School,

At The Churches

Political
Announcements

Lenoth Hopkins, Hewlett Castleberry, Roy Massey, John Brandon, Curtis Givens and Graves
Taylor. Flower girls were Elsie
Hopkins, Anna Seymore, Kathleen Tayloe, Eleanor Creanor,
Lela Brandon and Irene Horning.
Interment was in the church
cemetery.

For Magistrate:
Subject to the voters in the Democratic
Primary,
JAMES REECE, DISTRICT NO. 4

The appearance of gypsies in BE'THESDEA BAPTIST
Europe cannot be traced back
Rev. J. T. Cunningham will
further than 1300.
preach at the Bethesdea schoolIn the 13th century The Hague house Saturday night and at
was merely a hunting lodge for Blue Springs Baptist Church
the counts of Holland.

FALSE TEET
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yABTEETH. a pleaeant alkago t
sold) powder, holds fal.. *di
emir: To set and talk in tor.
COM Jost sprinkle a little YA111.
on your plates. No gummy, au.,
taste Or feeling. Chrilts
(denture breath). Oct FAliT
RAY drug storo.
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INAOIHRON?
Christ Women!It you lose so much during monthly periods that you feel Weak,
"dragged out—this may be due to low
blood Iron. So try Lydia E. Plnkhtun's
TABLIT5-000 of the beet home ways to
help build up red blood in such cases.
Pinkham's Tablets are one of the vastest blood-iron tonics you can buy.
Follow label directions.

Lydia E. Piikhae's TAOIST/I.

For Sale!
1 -six-room brick dwelling on N. Jefferson
$4,700.
1-212 Acre farm on Livingston creek. $8,5
1-97 Acre farm 9 mi. South of Princeto
$750.
1-270 Acre tract 2 mi. North of Farmersvill
$10,000.
1 business house and dwelling in Fredoni
$6,500.
Several other bargains in real estate
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High school, wits

C. A.Woodal
TRUMAN RECEIVES FIRST BUDDY POPPY—Five-year-old
Margaret Ann Forde, daughter of a disabled ex-service man, (left),
pins the first Buddy Poppy of the 1945 Buddy Poppy Sale on the
lapel of President Harry S. Truman at the White House in WashMargaret Ann is from Eaton--Itnids-, Mich. (AP
Wirephoto).

Real Estate and Insurance Agency
Princeton, Kentuck
117 Main St.

AN ORDINANCE
An ordinance enlarging and
extending chapter x of the
ordinances of the city of Princeton, Kentucky, as follows:
Chapter X
Sub-Sec. 125a. All dogs to be
vaccinated or inoculated for
rabies. Impounding dogs for
failure thereof. Penalties. It
shall be unlawful for any dog
to be kept within the city limits
of the City of Princeton, or to
remain within said city, unless
said dog has been vaccinated or
inoculated for rabies.
All dogs so vaccinated or inoculated shall have a tag showing that said dog or dogs have
been vaccinated or inoculated
displayed on a collar at all
times and any dogs or dog failing to have said tag displayed on
its collar worn by said dog or
dogs shall be impounded by the
Chief of Police of the City of
Princeton for a period of 3 days
and if the owner of said dog or
dogs does not repossess himself
or herself of any dog or dogs so
impounded within said period of
time and vaccinated or inoculated for rabies, the Chief of
Police shall destroy said dog or
dogs.
Veterinarians so vaccinating or
inoculating dogs shall issue to
the dog owner a certificate
showing that said dog has been
vaccinated or inoculated, the
date thereof and a brief description of the dog or dogs and
shall keep in his, office a record
showing the above facts, together with the name of the dog

Men who like to "putter" around the garden or yard when they come home from
the office will find this light, comfortable
work shoe to be "just right".
Saxe your dress oxfords for dress wear ..
Get a pair of these work
shoes today.

Now Many Wear

ADMINISTRATOR'S

FARM SALE
J. E. Corley Estate
AT THE

Claude Groves Farm
On Old Fredonia ,Road, Near Crider

Thursday, May 3
at 10:30 o'el°elk
All farming equipment belonging to the late J. E. Corley, including:
2-row corn planter, fertilizer 'attachment, practically new
International mower, new style drawn'
Horse Hay baler
1 sorghum mill, complete with pan
1 disc riding plow, 3 horse
1 farm wagon
1 sweep rake
1 lime spreader
1 Chevrolet 2-door sedan, 1936 model

ALSO THE FOLLOWING LIVESTOCK:
4 good milk cows; 4 Jersey heif 3rs, 1 mule, and other equipment
found on a well equipped farm. TER \AS OF SALE: CASH.

, &leSandals

owner, which record shall be
kept for the inspection of the
Chief of Police.
The ordinance to become effective upon its publication.
Duly adopted, this the 23 day
of April, 1945.
Dr. W. L. Cash, Mayor
Garland Quisenberry, City
Clerk.

In
Hopkinsville
Shop

44\k
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Get Set Now for Fuel Cuts This Winter
After May 1 all leather shoes will be rationed
including baby soft sole shoes. Buy them NOW.

Ration Free
Sizes From 0 to 4
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patriotic-and wise-to save
fuel. And here's how you can do
sacrificing comfort.
without
it
Blanket your attic with America's
newest insulation for the home...,
Reynolds Cotton Insulation.
Installation of this highly efficient, flameproof cotton insulation
Is an investment in year round
comfort. At the same time, you
will save up to 30% in fuel. You
can install it yourself in a few
hours. We will be pleased to give
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you our low-cost estimate!...

Terms as low as 53.00 per month.
No cash down.,

Princeton She Cc.

Exclusively yours

SONOTONE
BETTER
HEARING
CENTER

Notice!

Wednesday, May 2nd

HENRIETTA
HOTEL

We have sold the entire stock of Ford Motor parts, accessories, tractor parts, shop and office equipment to Urey Barber
Chambers and Willard Moore. The new owners will continue
operation of the Ford garage under the firm name, "Chambers
and Moore Motors."
We wish to express our sincere thanks to the many valued
friends and customers of the Meadows Motor Co. who for the last
15 years have given us the pleasure of serving them.
We earnestly solicit continuation of your patronage to our
successors, who will continue to serve you in the same courteous
and efficient manner to which you have been accustomed in the
past. ,
The new owners are young men of sterling character and
business ability. They were born and reared in Princeton and have
a wide circle of friends in the city and county. The good will and
valuable business you extend to "Chambers and Moore Motors"
will give us great pleasure and satisfaction.
All individuals and firms carrying open accounts or personal
notes with the Meadows Motor Co. are courteourly requested to
call at once and settle, or arrange a mutually satisfactory settlerrkent in order that we may close our business at the earliest possible date. Mrs. Louise Cunningham will accept settlement for your
account and issue a receipt at the Ford Garage. Anyone havis
en account against Meadows Motor Co. is sked to present same
at once.

PRINCETON
I will gladly make an audiogram of your hearing. In 20
minutes you can see just how
much your hearing has slipped, and whether or not you
need a hearing aid. There is
no charges or obligation for
consultation or tests.

C. L. Schmidt
Certified Sonotone Consultant
Sonotone Of Evznaville
6e9 Citizens Nat'l, Bank Bldg.
Evansville, 17, Ind.

SHIVER
-.Fuel ratiatis may be
cut still !Ittihad Install
Reyn-o-caill Cotton Insulation in your attic. Be
cool and comfortable in

Be prepared
Stir cold mooched No cash
down.$5.00a monthto pay.
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Meadows Motor Co.
C. B. MEADOWS, Owner
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Dawson
a. Alma Davis,
ngs, announces the marriage
Petty
er daughter, Ruby, to
USN.
er Owen Clay Carter,
wedding took place Saturafternoon, April 7, in Hopville, with County Judge
ng in
es E. Higgins officiati
impressive double ring
molly. Only attendants were
and Mrs. Jewell Buntin,
of the
r and brother-in-law
egroom.
Dale bride, a graduate of
High School, was dressed in
, with white accessories
the bridegroom wore a
red uniform, made especialr the occasion.
flowing the ceremony, an
mal reception was held in
orne of Mrs. Alma Davis for
bers of the wedding party
several intimate friends and

Larnb, the club's organizer and
first president.
President were Mesdames It.
M. Pool, J. H. Stinebaugh, Thomas McConnell, S. 0. Catlett,
Alvin Lisanby, J. R. Catlett, C.
Wilson,
H. Jaggers, Harold
Frank Wylie and Eugene Young.
Following the business session,
the hostess, assisted by her little
son, Joe Kelly, served fruit cake
and coffee to the guests.

Teachers Meet For
Supper At Butler
'I he faculties of Eastside and
Butler High School met in the
Home Economics rooms for a
pot-luck supper Monday night at
6:30 o'clock, after which the
group made costumes for the
May Day program.

ices.
tty Officer Carner is the
of Mr. and Mrs. -W. D.
er, of Olney. Both the bride
bridegroom are former
•air--of

Mrs. Drake Hostess
To So-Sew Club

Mrs. Robert Drake was hostess
to members of the So-Sew Club
at her home on Morgan Avenue
Tuesday night, April 17.
- —Members present _Awedames George Stevens, Rebert
Parsley, John H. Stinebaugh,
man's Club Holds
Sam Jones, Earl Adams and the
hostess. Mrs. Otis Darnell was a
led Meeting
e Woman's Club held a visitor.
meeting at the home of
At the close of the meeting, a
C. H. Jaggers, Hopkinsville salad course was served by the
t, last week to discuss hJstess.
The next meeting will be held
nt business of the club.
Jaggers, president, presided, at the .home of Mr. Sam Jones,
Mrs. Harold Wilson pro N. Jefferson street.
for Mrs. Alfred Shore, secy and treasurer, assisting. UDC Honors Roosevelt
mbers of the group voted
al Service
ake a $25 contribution to At Memori
Tom Johnson Chapter of the
hospital fund, continue to
a memorial serva prize of $5 to the best U. D. C. held
afternoon, April
Saturday
ice
at
student
s
Economic
e
the late Franklin
of
honor
in
21,
and
year,
the
during
r High
at the home of
$10 at their annual con- D. Roosevelt,
, Cave street,
tion to cancer control in Mrs. G. R. Newman
Long sang several
oriam of Mrs. John T. at 2:30. Harry

Are You Ready?
A
When

the

Sun

Shines

bright in Kentucky and fun
time comes, you'll need a
• Golfer
• Play Suit
•Swim Suit
•Shorts

. Wicarson
SOf-

rber
inue
bers

SPORTS BAR
For
FUN TOGS
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Mrs. Neel Entertains
S. S. Class

Personals

Lid-lifting and opening of the
Soak a glass baking dish
door will cause heat loss
oven
baking
to
which
in warm water
time
soda has been added. This will which lengthens cooking
and wastes fuel.
make dish-washing easier.

Members of the Junior SunAdkins, Providday School Class of Otter Pond d Mrs. Homer
ence, R. I., is the guest of Mr.
Baptist Church were guests at
and Mrs. Frank Laswell.
• • •
the home of their teacher, Mrs.
James Neel, Sunday morning, v Mrs. Jeff Shoulders, Benton,
April 22.
Ark., is the guest of Mr. and
The group listened to the Mrs. R. R. Taylor, Highland
Baptist Hour at 7:30 o'clock, Avenue.
• • •
with Dr. W. H. Knight, executive secretary of the Louisiana
Miss Elsie Dunn, FSA emBaptist Convention, delivering a ploye, spent last week-end with
special message to Juniors to the her parents in Smithland.
• • •
South.'
Breakfast was served to
Mrs. George D. Hill was a
Beulah Mae Crocker, Billie Mit- visitor in Hopkinsville Monday.
• • •
chell, Lanard Crocker, Edward
Neal, Gerlydine Reece, WardelEvans Groom, Dayton, 0., acla Reece, Donnie Mitchell, J. W. companied his mother, Mrs. M.
Neal, Bennie Mashburn, Jimmie J. Groom, here last week, reLadd, Jacquielin Shoulder s, turning home after several days.
• • •
Anna Maureen Neal, Mrs. Lee
Mashburn, Mr. and Mrs. Homer V Mr. and Mrs. M. D. PickleMitchell, Mrs. Crocker, Mr. and seimer and son, Joe Cook, PikeMrs. James Neal and Hughlan ville, and Mr. and Mrs. Robert
P. Richey.
B. Johnson and daughter, Rosemary, who have been visiting
their parents, Mr. and Mrs. N.
Fredonia Missionary
C. McCarty the last two weeks
Society
returned. to their respective
hg
- The Missionary SOcirly• of
homes SaturdaY.—
First Presbyterian Church in
• • •
Fredonia met at the church FriMrs. Walter Varble
and
Mr.
day afternoon, April 21. Present
attended the wedding of Mrs.
Rucker,
were Mesdames Essie
Flora Barnes, Paducah, and Mr.
Florence Parr, John Rice, Ray
John Adolph, Jeffersonville, Ind.,
Clegg, C. W. Dilworth, W. M. at Paducah last Saturday.
• • •
Young, Miss Imogene Wigginton,
Miss Dorothy Parr and little
William Chumley, Jr., is visitZoan Clegg.
ing his father, Bill Chumley, in
Hammond, Ind.
• • •
Fredonia Ladies Aid
Ladies Aid of the Fre- v'Mr. and Mrs. Ed Parrish, HarThe
FIRST U. S. DELEGATES ARRIVE—Dean Virginia Gildersleeve, donia Cumberland Presbyterian risburg, Ill., spent last week-end
of Barnard College and Republican Senator Arthur H. VandenMrs. with Mrs. Pearl Itunsaker, S.
berg, of Michigan, first of the United States delegates to reach the Church mej at the home of
conference scene, arrive at San Francisco. (AP 'VVirephoto).
Ruble Akridge Friday afternoon, Seminary street.
• • •
April 20. Present were Mesnumbers. Present were Mesdam- Miss Morgan Hostess
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Craig
dames M. S. Lowery, Keith
es C. E. Gaddie, Emory Dobbins,
Perkins, T. A. Bugg, L. C. Foley, spent last week-end in LouisTo Eviton Club
G. R. Newman, Sallie P. Catlett,
C. W. Moore, T. N. Fuller, Noble ville as the guest of her sister,
The Eviton Club of the CenBet-die Terry, McKee Thomson;
Paris, Ray Blackburn, J. D. Mrs. Roy Jordan.
• • •
rian Church met at Bugg, Euclid Quer t e rmou s,
Misses Margie Amoss and tral Presbyte
h Worrell spent
Elizabet
AkMiss
MorVirginia
Ruble
and
Miss
of
Moore
home
the
Raymond
Virginia Hodge.
last week-end in Louisville.
ridge.
• • •
Mrs. Harry A. Wakefield, Jr.,
Fred Taylor spent last ThursBaltimore, Md., Mrs. Louis
lay in Louisville.
Hunt,
Litchfield and children, FrankA.
George
Mrs.
and
Mr.
Mayfield, were visitors here fort, and Miss Mary Quisenberry,
Louisville, have returned to
last Friday.
Run Down, Restless Feeling
their respective homes after a
gan, S. Seminary street, Thurs- visit with thc;r parents, Mr. and
Hung On For Months Deday night, April 19, at 8 o'clock. Mrs. Major Quisenberry, Washdares Inventor. "It Is
There were 27 members and ington street. Mrs. Quisenberry
Fine To Feel Yourself
guests preset:.
Again," He States.
recently underwent a minor
Mrs. Roy Willingham had operation.
Retonga is being gratefully
• * •
charge of the program, which
praised by scores of business
"Peace Among
theme,
the
had
McCandless, SmithGabe
to
Mrs.
latest
the
among
men, and
the People of the World and land, spent last Thursday here
come out with his strong public
What Part Our Church Shall with her mother, Mrs. Jennie
endorsement of this famous
Play in the Making and Keep- Strong, N. Je:ferson street.
medicine is Mr. Wm. G. Cuning Peace."
ningham, successful inventor and
Miss Morgan, assisted by her v Mrs. James Fleming and childbusiness man, who resides at the
Mrs. Robert Morgan, ren spent last week-end with
mother,
Kimball House, Atlanta, Ga.
Mr. Wm. G. Cunningham
and Mrs. Frank Craig, served her husband's parents, in OwensDiscussing Retonga, Mr. Cunof angel boro.
ed that I have a fine appetite delirious refreshments
ningham happily stated:
punch.
and
food
cake
get
and
ly
splendid
I
sleep
again,
"For several months I suffered
Mrs. Donal Wilmoth, the new
badly from a rundown, restless up feeling as fit as a fiddle. The
wife, was welcomed as
feeling and lack of energy that sluggish elimination is relieved pastor's
new member.
did not seem to respond to any- and so is that toxic tired out a
thing I tried. My appetite was feeling. I feel fine and Retonga
Mr. and Mrs. D. L. Wright,
Taylors Celebrate
poor, I did not seem able to re- deserves all the credit."
Fredonia Route 1, on the birth
Retonga is intended to relieve Golden Wedding
lax, and I seldom got a night of
of a son, John Ellis, April 21.
restful sleep. I had to resort to distress due to Vitamin B-1 deMrs. Fred Taylor
Mr. and
ent
insuffici
ion,
use of strong laxatives very ficiency, constipat
were entertained Monday afterEverybody reads The Leader!
often. I felt so sluggish and full flow of digestive juices in the noon at their home on S. Semiof tonic poisons I found it diffi- stomach, and loss of appetite. nary street by their son, Rumsey
Accept no substitute. 4etonga Taylor, and Mrs. Taylor, in
cult to look after my business.
"I finally started on Retonga may be obtained at Dawson's honor of their 50th wedding
and now I am so greatly reliev- Drug Store. —(Adv.)
anniversary. I c e-c ream and
cake were served to friends between the hours of 4:30 and 5:30
o'clock.

The Leader
Congratulates

$10
Reward
Or two passenger car tires recapped
free, for information leading to rental of a two-bedroom house in Princeton. Call

LAST WELL TIRE
REBUILDERS
Phone 559

To Visit our Store under its new ownership
ard management.
We have a complete li,e of men's and women's and children's clothing—all moderately
priced.

FEDERATED STORES
MRS. C. F. ENGELHARDT, Owner
V. M. HAY, Mgr.

IN HOPKINSVILLE IT'S

Raincoat Specials!

MORTON'S FOR

RATION FREE
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Drink Milk!
a
Start your family's day right by serving
creamy,
wholesome, nutritious breakfast. Use
rich pasteurized milk generously over cereals—
rye it as the breakfast beverage. For this is
the food so essential in providing the energy
husband
needed for your school children, your
•t the office and you at home.
Orde-r It regularly, and be sure it's

Calte"
Fashions

Men's Hunter's
• Weather - Sealed Raincoats—
$10 value for $6.50
• All weather Raincoat—
$7.95 value for $5
• Boys' weather - Sealed
Raincoat—
$7.50 value for $5
• Boys all weather coat $5 value for $3.

Slingster
When you wear this attractive

sling pump

with

the

new low wedge heel and comfortable platform, you'll feel
like a teen-ager. It comes in
all-White, Multicolor, or red

Pasteurized

Cottons—the early crop—they're here
for your picking--atrictly fresh and tubable . . , gay, colorful and appealing .
and as welcome as a field of daises to
winter-weary eyes.
Bright solids, pastels, flower spattered
prints, gay stripes and neat checks.
Dirndls, shirtwaists, exposure dresses,
casuals, classics, dressy voiles and eyelets, one-piece and two-piece styles—a
wide selection to choose from.

fabric with a Vinyl sole, non-

3.95 to 12.95

rationed at

Anatol' Cream & Butter
Company
Phone 161

9nly $2.98

Wood and McElfatrick

1-Pc. DRESS
2-Pc. SUIT
2-Pc. DRESSES

Thurscla , A
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The President of the United
States and the Governor of Kentucky have issued proclamations
urging observance of May 1, as
Child Health Day. Theme of
the observance this year, which
is jointly sponsored.by Katherine
F. Lenrott, Chief of the Children's Bureau, and J. C. Capt.,
Director of the Bureau of the
Census, is "A Birth Certificate
for Every Baby in the United
States." In Kentucky, the Division of Vital Statistics, State
Department of Health, is planning an intensive campaign to
get prompt registration of every
baby born in the Commonwealth.
"One of every 13 babies born
each year is not registered",
says Mr. Capt. "Of the bumper
crop of 10,000,000 infants born
since Pearl Harbor, 700,000 have
not yet received their 'first

improvemerits over the commer- more convenient position
for
cial models, as it runs easier and ting the plants in the
ground.
has more adjustments. The
Kenneth A. Brabant, Breckin- operator is also located in
Everybody Reads The Lea*
James Tharp of the Sulphur
ridge county agent, tells how
9-H Club was a waraea a registHerman Dutschke, of Holt, unered yearling South-down ewe
•
for being Henry county's 4-H
tilUE NETWORK ...EVERY
able to purchase a tobacco setter,
LISTEN TO LISA SERGIO
MOND*1
club sheep champion. The ewe
made one out of scrap material
Hardesty,
was donated by Roy
in his farm shop. He used the
breeder of registered Southdown
frame
of an old automobile for
sheep at Eminence.
the frame of the setter and an
citizenship papers', possession
oil drum for the water container.
of which is a fundamental right
The seats were made from the
of every child born in the
running board of an automobile
United States. A birth certificate
is the best evidence of citizenand the lever from an old plow
ship age and place of birth it is
was used to control the shoe.
possible to have in claiming
Gas pipe fittings were used for
many of the privileges and promaking the front gear, the front
tections of citizenship."
51, 5115
wheels were made from an old
Since 1926, a "Notification of
hay loader and the shoe was
Birth Registration" has been
made from a piece of sheet iron.
$2
sent to mothers whose babies are
The rear rubber tires and wheels
born in Kentucky, at the time
were used from his cornpicker,
the birth records are registered
which is not in service at toin the Division of Vital Statisbacco setting time.
BOTANY LANOLIN...Dry
tics of the State Npartment,of
Mr. Dutschke estimates that
Health. Any mother who has
skin tokes its exit cu.., from the
his labor cost is making this
not received such notification, or
machine was $21 and he purregular use of these fine beauty
who has reason to believe that TWIN BUILDINGS TO HOUSE CONFERENCE—Trucks in front of the San Francisco War Memorial chased $3 worth of bolts. He
The Veterans building (foreground), are unloading furniture for use of delegates and press attending
Extra rich in lanolin, the
aids.
not
has
the birth of her child
the San Francisco United Nations Conference which will be housed in that building and the thinks this machine has some
wonder Ingredient that helps io
been properly registered, should Opera House (background). (AP Wirephoto).

SELECTED Zoit SERVICE

WALLPAPERS
Latest, Loveliest Patterns
Ammook.
35c
to

75c
ROLL
111•1111MIIIMINEllmim

SPECIAL
Economy

Group

4c to 15c

Here are the wallpapers that
guarantee charm and beauty
for your home. Here ere pot.
tems created by the worlds
greatest designers—laboratory
tested for puolity and accuracy
—the finest creations of the finest manufacturers—perfect"ensembles and companions" for
your home. See Stylus We&
papers By ISt.,0 here.

ROLL

CORN ETTE'S
STATIONERS

Meetings To Show Homemakers
Tobacco Growers Hopkinsville Road
How To Save Work

How Mrs. H. C. Wakeland,of
Muhlenberg county made a nice
profit by baking fruit cakes has
been learned by Agent Roberta
Sanderson. For several years
Mrs. Wakeland has made cakes of
this type for herself and a few
friends. Because they keep well,
boys overseas and so advertised
she decided to make them for
boys overseas and so advertized
in her local paper. As a result
she sold cakes for $85.

Mrs. W. D. Armstrong will be
hostess Friday afternoon to
Hoplinsville ROA*. homemakers.
A series of meetings will be
• • •
held by the Kentucky College of
Friendship
Agriculture, county farm agents
Friendship Homemakers were
and labor assistants to interest
farmers in use of devices and Thursday afternoon "guests of
methods which will save a third Mrs. Herman Oliver. A demonof the time and work involved stration in safe ways of lifting
in setting tobacco, it is announcand carrying heavy objects was
ed from Lexington,
Wardon Whitis of Fulton, Tenn
Representatives of the State studied. Mrs. Shell Hunsaker
• • •
Farm Labor Office will first gave a travel talk on the
meet with county agents and Netherlands Indies. The program Otter Pond
Otter Pond Homemakers held
labor assistants, who then will was concluded with a recreation
hold meetings within counties, period led by Mrs. Charles their regular meeting April 17
I with Mrs. Jimmie Mitchell. Sixwhere they will show pictures Brockmeyer, Jr.
Mrs. Oliver was assisted in teen members and four visitors
and explain labor-saving practices in pulling and setting entertaining by her daughter, were present. One new member
plants. In several counties ar- Mrs. William Blackburn. 'Mem- was enrolled.
rangements already have been bers and visitors present were I Miss Robbie Sims, club chairmade to hold 15 to 20 meetings Mesdames Ragon Cumm in s, man, had charge of the program.
of growers. The college announc- Charles Brockmeyer, Jr., Floyd The lesson for the afternoon was
es it hopes to reach at least half Hunter, Shell Hunsaker, Dearnon a demonstration in safe ways of
of all tobacco growers in Ken- Morris, Harold Smith, Willie carrying heavy loads. Mrs. Ferd
Wyatt, Charles Lee Skee s, Nadlington conducted a social
tucky.
These meetings on pulling Lucien Robinson, William Black- hour which consisted of songs
plants are setting tobacco will burn, Lloyd Beck, and Mrs. and. games. The club adjourned
to meet May 15 with Mrs. Hybe the second set in a series on
day, while the average worker land Mitchell.
easier and faster ways to do
is said to pull about J3,000 plants.
Refreshments were served to
farm work. The first series was
Men also were found who could the following members
and their
counties
attended
and
held in 50
strip tobacco at the rate of 60 guests:
Mesdbmes W. P. Crawby nearly 7,000 farmers.
or more pounds an hour, while ford, R. T. Crocker,
Clay GresIn studying methods used by
average strippers take off about ham, George
Martin, Jr., Ray
efficient farmers, the college has
10 pounds.
Martin, Lee Mashburn, Claude
found men who pulled 15,000
Here are some questions which McConnell,
Homer Mitchell, Hyto 16,000 tobacco plants in a
will be answered in the forth- land Mitchell,
Jimmie Mitchell,
make inquiry of the local regist- coming series of labor-saving Jim Neal, L. B. Sims, Ferd
rar of the county where the meetings:
Wadlington, Bernice Jones, AlWhere should one put his bert Hartigan,
birth occured, or report the
Lloyd Beck, Jim
birth to the county health de- feet when pulling plants? How Mitchell, Misses Robbie Sims,
partment, or the State Health can plants best be taken from Anna Neal and Janice Ann
the bed to the field? How do Martin,
e e artment.
good droppers handle plants
when dropping from a setter?
What is the best way to carry
a basket of plants when dropping for hand-setting? What do
you do with your feet when
setting by hand? What is the
fastest way to haul water? How
much tobacco does the average
five-man crew set in a day?

SHOP EARLY
FOR
MOTHER'S DAY

Carl's Have Just Received A Large Shipment Of
Slips - The Ideal Gift For MOTHER
Lace Trimmed and Tailored
rose and Black.

Cakes For Overseas

Sizes 32 to 44 - White, Tea-

WONDERFUL RELIEF

mairtain the oil balance so essential for a lovely complexion.

Wm. M. YOUNG

April 26,

26,194

Unable To Buy Setter,
Farmer Makes His Own

Purebred Ewe Given
County 4-H Champion

Birth Certificate
For Every Body,
Is Health Goal
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Allis-Chalmers
Dealer

C. A. Woo
Insurance Agen

Fredonia, Ky.

Retabliabed
1907

How about a breather?...Have a Coca-Cola

"Not For A Day
Years To Co

SHERWIN-WI

SWP H
A
it

SHERWIN-WI

...or refreshment joins the game

ENAME

Everybody welcomes the moment when refreshment joins the
party. Ice-cold Coca-Cola is one of the good things of' ife that

sA one-coat
busty treat.
sent for you
iumiture,wood•
work ... toys!
High gloss ...
Brilliant colors!

belongs in your family refrigerator. Next time you shop, don't
forget Coca-Cola..,the drink that has made the pause that refreshes
a national custom—s friendly moment on the sunny side of things.
BOTTLED UNDER AUTHOOTY Of THE COCA-COtA COMPANY St

HOPKINSVILLE COCA-COLA BOTTLING CC
1945 T66 C-C Co,

SHERWIN-WI

EMI-L
WALL El

NOTICE!

ThrEASY way to gi
bothroom walls an
work fre
Colon,
washala

From Bladder Irritations!
Famous doctor's discovery acts on the
kidneys te increase urine and relieve
painful bladder irritations caused
by excess acidity in the urine
There is no need now to suffer unnecessary
distress and discomfort from backache.
bladder irritation, and run-down feeling
due to excess acidity in your urine — take
th• famous doctor's discovery
KILMER'S SWAMP ROOT. VDT Swamp
Root acts fast on the kidneys to Increase
the flow of urine and relieve excess acidity.
Originally discovered by a Mell.known
physician, Swamp Root is • carefully
blended combination of 16 herbs, roots,
balsams and other natural Invegetables,
gredient...It's
not harsh or hablt-forming
En any
yo
r
fee
yr
wo
lurid
stsgr
ette
dirngre
fa.o
dients that
hole
Send for free, prepaid sample TODAY(
Lik• thousands of others you"I be glad
that you did. Send name •nd address to
Department E, Kilmer & Co., Inc., Box
1255. Stamford. Conn. (slier limited Send
et once, All druggist* cell Swamp Root.
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DEPENDABLE
INSURANCE
'John E. Young, Agt

All Business Houses
of Princeton
Will Cline At

NOON THURSDAYS
From May 3 to August 30

AR-NOT

V

A
dr durable,
viunith for
•• woOd•
• Gift*

$1.49
QT,

SH
ERWIN-W

MEN E
•
scr
the
Sc
So
no
bl

and will remain open until 8:30 o'clock Saturday Nights during
the same period.

IMMO VS

Prinoeton. Ky.
lllll..11/111011.11111M10011M..

Except
May Warn of Disordered
Kidney Action

CARL'S
Hopkinsvii

Moder% We with Ito hurry and cony,
Irregular habits, improper siting and
drinkingv-ita rink of expoeure and infection—throws heavy strain on the work
of the kidney,. They are apt to become
over-taxed and fall to altar excess acid
and other impurities from the life-giving
blood.
You only suffer nagging backache.
headache, disninem, getting up nights,
leg pains, Nwellind—feel constantly
tired, nervous, an worn out. Other signs
el kidney or bladder dieorder are sometimes bombed. smutty or too tosusist
urination.
Try Zieett's Palo Deoo's holy the
kidney, to peas et bonerl over body
waste. They bete had more than boll
century of goblin approval. Ars meow
waded
tetui wort everywhere.
Ask lors0 est5kb.,f

DOAN'SPUB

THE FOOD STORES
Cooperation of the Public is Respectfully Solicited.

By H. Merle Drain, President

Iif Hien

w

Lo,

il 26, 1945
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VILLIAMS

HOUSE
PAINT
America's favorite! Your
best buy in
house paint!

$3.25
1CAL

fILUAMS •

ELOID

Dawson Road News

•
Kitchen ,Changes
Save Many Steps

Appointed

Annapol4 Yearbook
Pegged Mitscher

Annapolis, Md. -- A.P. — V.
Many homemakers in Ken(By Mrs. Madge Lisanby)
tucky are finding that they can Adm. Marc Andrew Mitscher,
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Shropshire,
do more work with less effort head of the world's largest carrier
of Paducah, visited their aunt,
when their kitchens are con- task force, was known as "Pete"
Mrs. Sarah
Casteel Sunday
veniently arranged. Mrs, Clark during his days as a U.S. Naval
evening.
Smith or Hart county made her Academy midshipman, says the
Elmer Jones has gone to
131
/
2 by 15 foot kitchen smaller annual classbook, Lucky Bag, in
Evansville where he will be
by taking off more than four 1910.
employed.
"We know of him for a true
feet along one side. This space
Mrs. John Landrum made a
she used for closets, one open- friend and a man on whom one
business trip to Dawson Friday.
ing into the dining room, and can depend" is what the classbook
Mr. and Mrs. Ellis Jones visitthe other into the kitchen. Then said of him 35 years ago. It also
ed her sister, Mrs. Justice Coleshe moved the sink from behind tells of him "combing his hairs
man, of Princeton Sunday.
the kitchen door, put in a win- to hide the bald spot."
Mr. and Mrs'. Murl Shropdow, and placed the refrigerator
shire and daughter, Ozella, of
You can save fuel by bringing
to make it convenient to stove
Corydon, spent Sunday
with
foods quickly to a boil and then
and cabinets. Home Agent
their mother, Mrs. Sarah Casreducing heat.
Elizabeth Word reports that
teel and family.
many housewives are working
Mrs. Jess Casteel, of Daiwson,
to have step-saving kitchens.
spent the week-end with her
mother-in-law, Mrs. Sarah CasDon't leave rubber overshoes
teel.
near the radiator as it may cause
Pfc. and, Mrs. Hardy Menser,
them to crack or get spongy.
of Dawson, spent one night last
John W. Snyder, of St. Louis,
week with their parents, Mr. and Mo., has been appointed by
Mrs. Elmer Jones.
President Truman to be Federal
e
CHECKING GERMAN GOLD RESERVES CAPTURED IN SALT MINE—U. S. Tnira Army n,.
Mrs. Madge Lisanby and Mrs. Loan Administrator, succeeding
officers, aided by a Reichsbank official (civilian clothes),.inspect bags containing part of an esti- Ellis Junes made a business trip
Fred M. Vinson. Snyder, whose
mated 100 tons of gold bullion found April 7 in a salt mine near Merkers, southwest of Gotha,
to Princeton *Friday.
Germany. (AP Wirephoto).
appointment must be approved
Mr. and Mrs. Luther Barnes by the Senate, was formerly vice
Places On Farm
and son, Kenneth, spent Sunday president of the RFC.(AP WireBy
with their daughter-in-law, Mrs. photo).
To Plant Trees
•
Prof. N. R. Elliot of the Ken- Lyndle Barnes and Mr. and Pauline Thomas spent Sunday E. I. DU PONT DE NEMOURS
Mrs. Riggs, of Dawson.
(By Gladys Ruth Moore)
Mich., are visiting Mr. and Mrs.
CO., INC.,
tucky College of Agriculture
Miss Elizabeth Capps spent afternoon with Mrs. John LandRev. A. D. Smith was a dinner T. R. Feagan.
At The
and Home Economics suggests Thursday night with Nip,
Rev. C. W. Piltvorth is visit.guest of--Mr.- and .114s. .1. RAW
//f1FIARA' ORDNANCE WORKS
fbie 151aeil. to plant- trees:. (0 Doibthy Frazier, of Outiwood.
Mrs. Madge Lisanby spent
On Construction Of A
ing his brother, Mr. Murry DilSunday.
Jess Casteel, of Evansville, Saturday in Dawson.
In permanent pasture fields, (2)
"Rocket Powder Plant"
Mrs. Lawrence Jennings, of worth, of Corinth, Miss.
spent
Miss
Christine
Jones
and
Miss
the
week-end
with
his
along the fencerows of the fields
In Southern Indiana
Carrollton, was a guest of her
Mr. W. M. Young made a that are pasture most of the mother, Mrs. Sarah Casteel.
Tylene Redden attended the
Work
week 54 hours, time and
parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. W. business trip to Indianapolis, time but occasionally plowed,
Mr. and Mrs. Jess Casteel at- show in Dawson Saturday night.
one half in excess of forty.
Moore several days last week.
Casteel
tended
the
Sarah
spent
show
in
Dawson
Mrs.
(3)
in
animals
the
lots
where
Ind., Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Blackburn
Saturday night.
Monday with Mrs. Huil Howton
The Homemakers will meet are kept, (4) along the driveway
visited Mr. and Mrs. George
Mrs. Jess Young and Miss of Dawson.
or lane leading from the highTransportation Advanced
,with Mr3. C. W. Dilworth WedScott, of Marion Sunday.
way to the farmstead, and (5)
"Oh, well"—I kept saying —
A large crowd attended the nesday. Miss Imogene Wigginton around the farm home.
Room
and
board
available
on
"come Victory, I'll buy a new
Commencement exercise of Fre- and Mrs. Essie Rucker will
project Site for employees only
car in a hurry."
donia school. Mr. Hollis C. assist Mrs. Dilworth in enterCompany representative will inSuggests Checking
Franklin, of Marion, was the taining.
terview Every Monday and TuesMr. and Mrs. T. R. Feagan had Of Pressure Cooker
speaker.
day and hire at
Now is the time to check on
Mrs. Bertha Moore, of Prince- as their Sunday dinner guests,
ton, attended services at the Mrs. J. L. Feagan, Sr., Mrs. J. L. your pressure cooker to be sure
Cumberland Presbyterian church reagan, Jr., and daughter Rose it is in good working order, says
here Sunday, and was a dinner Mary, Miss Robbie Feagan, Mr. Mrs. Pearl Haak, field agent in
guest of Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Ray. Claud Wade and children, foods at the Kentucky College
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Hunt, of Frances Ann, and Feagan, all of Agriculture and Home EcMarion, visited
Mrs. Hunt's of Hopkinsville, and Mr. and onomics. Most home demonstraparents, Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Mrs. Chester Miller and little tion agents and emergency war
food production assistants are
son, Dennie, of Wayne, Midi.
Moore, Sunday.
Little Ted Feagan is visiting equipped to test gauges that need
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Miller
adjusting. If other repair work
Every Monday and Tuesday
and little son, Dennie, of Wayne, relatives in Hopkinsville, this
needs to be done, pressure cookers
week.
8:00 a.m. to 4 p.m.
About 'a pound of flakes is reMiss Mary Ellen Boaz, Evans- should be sent to the manu"Was I kidding myself! I've
203 East Ninth Street
quired for a small trunk or ville, spent the week-end with facturer now before the canning
HOPKINSVILLE, KY.
Pepsi-Cola Company,Long Island City, N. Y.
just heard it may be two
season
starts,
the
food
authority
chest.
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. D. 0.
warned.
Franchised Bottler: Pepsi Cola Hopkinsville Bottling Company
years or more after Victory
Boaz.
before I can get one!"
Miss Georgia Boaz returned to
Need a
her home Thursday after having
spent the winter months in
Louisville with her sister, Mrs.
Black-Draught is
1-Usually prompt
Tom Owen and Mr. Owen.
2-Usually thorough
Dr. and Mrs. Charles Brock3-Always economical
meyer had as their Monday
dinner guests, Mrs. Charles
Charles Brocluneyer, Jr., and
HOPKINSVILLE, KENTUCKY
little daughter, Sandr a, of
Princeton, Mrs. Louise Whitis
and little son, of Princeton, and
Mrs. John L. Querterrnous.

Construction
Laborers
Needed

Fredonia News

Wirnedout
001
twos
oder

War Manpower
Commission

United States
Employment Service

LAXATIVE?

ARNOLD'S

83c
PT.

Chinese coolies who helped
build bases for the B-29 Superfortress,have heir own name for the
Jeep. Their written characters,
translated literally, call a Jeep,
"Four wheels with 1000 uses."

PILLIAMS

USTRE
NISH

;ive kitchens,
nd all woodesh, cheerful
, amazingly
1e beauty!

$1.17

lLUAA411

IARNISH

Plant
With
Confidence

"So I'm plenty thankful to my
Gulf man. He said just stick
with Gulfpride*and Gulflex**.
They'll help keep me on
wheels ,till 'new-car day'."
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"Believe you me, I'm taking
his advice. Knowing what I
know now, I'm taking no
chances on the lubrication my
car gets. I aim to keep it in
service—and definitely!"

9
vce3'
(
'',o4ts%
0ta cod'
'ate- •

ILLJAMS

HAMEL

eve your old
tens ... give
m years more
vice,with this
nd -looking,
n -clogging
ck enamel...

69c
QT.

*GULFPRIDE
cOR YOUR

Under good conditions or bad, your Funk's
"G" Hybrid will produce more and better corn
for you. Under good conditions Funk's "G"
makes the most of the favorable factors to produce record yields.

MOTOR

An oil that's TOUGH in
capital letters... protects
against carbon and sludge!

**GULFLEX
FOR

If you have an unfavorable season, weatherproofed "G" Hybrids are real protection for
you. "Bred to beat the Elements," these famous
strains actually make some of their best records
when the "breaks" are against them.

YOUR CHASSIS

Knocks out friction at up
to 39 vital chassis points,
Protrtion

111AMS

/A X

So plant, with confidence, Funk's "G" Hybrids.

Emu( Axiom,.

work Just seIto - wiz — no

to polish? Dries
rich, smoothy
resistant AMA!

49c
PT.
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Claude Robinson

•

311

Hopkinsville Road .

0fyçUP

car
601/1

(John Deere Dealer)

lw. Co.

zb.

Phone 1274
PP
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Air Corps, is on leave visiting
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Herman Mitchell, Young street.
• • •

Pvt. James Williams
At Home On Furlough
Pvt. James Williams, A. A. F.,
son of Mr. and Mrs. R. C. Williams, is spending a ten-day furHugh L Jacob Wins
here with his family.
lough
Naval Promotion
Williams has finished
Private
Hugh L. Jacob, son of Mrs.
radio school and ip enroute from
Ruth Jacob, Shepardson street, Scott Field, Ill., to Sheppard
was recently graduated from an Field, Texas.
•••
aviation electrician's mate s'
school at the U. S. Naval Air Pvt. Willie C. Jenkins
Station, Jacksonville, Fla., and With Army In Germany
Pvt. Willie C. Jenkins, Army
was promoted to Seaman First
someClass (AFM) in the U. S. Navy. surgical technician, is
Private
Entering the Navy in November, where in Germany.
in Novem1943, he received his training at Jenkins was inducted
stationed at
was
and
being
1943,
ber,
before
Md.,
,
Bainbridge
transtransferred to his present El Paso, Tex., before his
fer overseas. His wife, Anna
station.
• • •
Belle, resides in Princeton, and
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. E.
In
Rowland
Mitchell
live in Lyon county.
Jenkins,
Palau Island Battle
• • •
Warrant Officer (j.g.) Mitchell
Rowland is a member of the 81st Pvt. Earl K. Byard
Infantry "Wildcat" Div isio n, Goes To Ft. Meade
Pvt. Earl Kenneth Byard,
that took Angaur, southernRobinson, Ark., recently
Camp
after
Islands,
Palau
most of the
14-day furlough with
a
spent
a fierce struggle with the Japs
little daughter,
last October. His wife, the form- his wife and
in Detroit, Mich.
er Charlotte Jones, and two Patsy Jean,
Mrs. Byard is the former Virchildren live here.
• • •
ginia Marquess, granddaughter
afTM.r. and .Mri. 7.F. Mar.:quest,
Ensign PM Mitchell
of the McGowan community.
Visiting Parents Here
Ensign Philip Mitchell, Naval Private Byard, son of George
(Continued from Page One)

RECAPPING -VULCANZING
RUBBER

Our Deep Tread RECAP are, Guaranteed not
too PEEL OFF, AND TO GIVE YOU NEW TIRE
MILEAGE,
NEW FIRST QUALITY TIRES ALL SIZES.

Last Well Tire Rebuilders
BEESLEY BLDG.

211 N. HARRISON

PRINCETON, KY.

TEL. 559

Caldwell Farmers Are Offered
Guide To Better Rural Living

Westegn
Auto

Associate
L. Store

CLASSIFIED ADS

Sgt. L. D. Pickens Is
Missing In Action

WANTED—Board and room or
small furnished apartment. If
you know of any place, see
V. E. Hay, Federated Stores.
It.

In a War Department telegram
to his wife, the former Mary
Edna Coleman, she was informed
that hor husband, Tech. Sgt.
Libert D. Pickens is missing in
WANTED—Girls and women to
action in Holland. Sergeant
file application for employPickens, son of Mrs. Dow Pickment with us. Come in and
radio
a
is
street,
ens, Garrett
us, as we will have soffie
see
FortFlying
operator on a 8-17
soon. Federated
openings
the
ress, and prior to entering
It.
Stores
Army Air Forces in July, 1943,
was a linesman for the K. U. FOR SALE—One complete preCo. here.
war bed room suite. Write
P. 0. Box 46 for more inforOF
IONAIRE
CONCESS
2t.
mation.
RECREATIONAL FACILITIES
U. S. Dept. of Agriculture, Soil WANTE D—Person to grow
medium - size garden - share
Conservation Service, Spartancrop plan. Call 101 or see Mrs.
burg, South Carolina, April 10,
ltp.
May Morris.
1945. Sealed bids will be received
until 10:00 A.M., EWT, April 30,
FOR SALE—One pair good work
1945, and then publicly opened,
mules, wagon and harness
as
operating
of
privilege
for the
Alvin Lisanby. 2tc.
complete.
Land
a concession the Princeton
Utilization Project Recreational FOR SALE—Seven room house;
Area, located near Da wso ii
Modern Conveniences. For
2tp.
Spring s, Kentucky. Interested
Information, Call 125.
parties may obtain bid forms
WANTED
from Wallace B. DeBoe, Project USED TYPEWRITER
—Rev. Donal Wilmoth, 2013 S.
Conservationist, Dawson Springs,
Jefferson, Telephone 187. ltc.
Kentucky.
The eye consists of the eyeball,
certain muscles which move it,
which keeps the front moist.

POP CORN POP CORN POP CORN
bulk lb. 12c.

Extra fine Pop Corn, splendid for popping, fine for planting
Musselman's Fancy
Chunky Chocolate

CHEW CAKES

No. 2 ci:m

13C

CORN FLAKES giant size pkg

12(

APPLE SAUCE
bulk lb. 23(
Kellogg's

Eton Cream Sandwich

bulk lb. 20(

COOKIES

Kellogg's
Pan Tree Breakfast

SYRUP

14
16 oz. btl. 21(

SHREDDED WHEAT

pkg.

10(

pkg.

25(

Crystal Wedding
Pel Pack Seedless

2 lb. pkg. 25f

RAISINS
American Beauty

OATS

FOR SALE—Chev. car with good
tires - pre-,war truck tubes
and third grade tires. We
buy, sale or trade used cars.
Call for your wallpaper while
all patterns are available. R.
B. Williams, Cornick Oil Co.
1 tc.
STOP—At Princeton Auto Sales
for washing, greasing and tire
repairing. Washington street,
tfc
Phone 87.
FREE: If Excess acid causes you
pains of Stomach Ulcers, Indigestion, Heartburn, Belching,
Bloating, Nausea, Gas Pains,
get free sample, Udga, at Daw23-25tp
son Drug Store.
FOR FROZEN FOOD LOCKER
rentals, Caldwell County
Locker Plant, see—J. E. or K.
R. Cummins, Telephone 441
or 520-J.

dish or glassware in each package

California — healthy and nutritious 1(ft

PORK and BEANS 17 oz. jar
McKenzie

1(

2 lbs. LJ

DRIED FIGS

1Of

C and E Pure

PANCAKE MIX 20 oz. pkg.

23(

Quaker

lb.

PEANUTS in the shell

1 lb. jar

GRAPE JELLY

9
pkg. (

HOMINY GRITS

FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES
lb. 21(

GREEN BEANS

Tennessee

STRAWBERRIES

qt. boxes 49(

Crisp' Green
Large size New

POTATOES
Rig nada
TOMATOES •
tlaa Rift
all sizes
LEMONS

3 lb?. 20C

Juicy. Florida

lb. -25(

all sizes

(
lb. 11

Fresh Green

lb.

13(

CABBAGE

SAVES TIME,MONEY,ENERGY!

gittfierikece
"THE lUSTIR TASTE LONGER"
SilVerflerce is proved 6

CUCUMBERS
CSRANGES

...NOW Available,
Screw Driver, pyralm
.
handle. 5/32x2 in. 30
HRI398
Cold Chisel, 1/4x5 in.")2c
Kraeuter. HR1546 4File, Single Cut.
1 7e
8 in. HR4208 ...,

Hack-Saw Blades,
10 in., 18 tooth
1-11t4164
Rule,

0

7
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Administrator's Notice

All persons having claims
against the estate of the late J.
E. Corley, deceased, will please
present same to Alvin Lisanby
by June I, and all persons knowing themselves to be indebted to

To Cause
Alarm,
and yet why sit and wsit,
To Learn The Cost
If All Be Lost
To Little And Too Late

C. A. Woodall
Insurance tgeney
117 Main St.

Construction Laborers
Needed
by

J. L. Simmons Company
Charlestown, Indiana
Work week 54 hours, time and one half over 40 hoes
Company representative will interview at

UNITED STATES EMPLOYMENT SERVICE
203 East Ninth Street
Hopkinsville, Kentucky -Friday, April 27, 1945
Those now employed in Essential
Industry need not apply.
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FOR SALE
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Soldiers On The
Home Front
Keep sending your dead stock to war, we
render the grease to make Bombs and Bullets
to help Hasten Victory.
We will remove your dead stock promptly.
Call us collect.

Kentucky Rendering Works
Telephone — David Payne's Service Station
Phone 423
COLLECTORS OF WASTE GREASE

Kevil Apartment Dwelling—
Beautiful location.
In excellent repairs and will
bring in good return on investment—
Lot 180 x 279—

John E. Young
Insurance And Real Estate
ra:32.327.3f3 -

NOTICE!
We, the undersigned grocers of Princeton,
Kentucky,agree to close our places of business one-half day every Thursday, beginning
May 3,1945, and remain closed until November 1,1945 and close at 8o'clock on Saturday nights.
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Heinz, Gerbers or Clapps Strained Baby Food and chopped Junior Food

Snappy Stringless
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the same estate will plea
forward promptly arid
same with me.
Alvin Lisanby, Adm
Regular meeting Clay Chapter
Estate of J. E. Corley.
evening,
Friday
7:30
No. 28
April 27, and work in the Royal
It may Beharm
Arch Degree. Companions please

Meeting Clay
Chapter No. 28

Armstrong Will Speak
At Orchardists' Meeting
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More for your Money all the time.

ways superjaby impartial
?aborstorstsl Cleans
faster, easier. Removes
grease quicker. Gives
greater brilliance and longer tarnish protection. More
economical, toot
Large economy jar $1.00

RED FRONT

CAYCE-YOST CO.

CASH et CARRY STORES

Silver -- China — Crystal
Hopkinsville

A. Koltinsky
Leo Walker
People's Service
Store
H. C. Newsom
Store

Red Front No. 34
H. C. Russell
Will Dunbar
A&PIlea Co.
Red Front No. 51
West End Food
Store

